
Tim Dyer gave presentations earlier this 
year to the LLM’s and the Clergy Ministry 
School.  One of the documents that came 
out of Tim’s work with many Parishes is 
this “Covenant Commitments for 

Christians in Times of Tension”. 
 

This is a good document to be acquainted 
with and then put away. Hopefully it will 
guide our common life and we won’t 
need to refer to it very often! 

“Making every effort to maintain the 

unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace”    
 

Ephesians  4:30  
 

As both individual members of this 

church and as the body of Christ, 

we commit that we shall:  

Accept conflict  

 

Acknowledge together that conflict is 

a normal part of our lives.  It arises 

from different needs, values, interests 

and viewpoints.  It is healthy if 

handled well.   
 

Romans 14:1-4, 7-8, (10-12, 17-19, 15:1-7)  
1 Welcome those who are weak in 
faith, but not for the purpose of 
quarrelling over opinions. 2 Some believe 
in eating anything, while the weak eat only 
vegetables. 3 Those who eat must not 
despise those who abstain, and those who 
abstain must not pass judgement on those 
who eat; for God has welcomed 
them. 4 Who are you to pass judgement 
on servants of another? It is before their 
own lord that they stand or fall. And they 
will be upheld, for the Lord is able to 
make them stand. 7 We do not live to 
ourselves, and we do not die to 
ourselves. 8 If we live, we live to the Lord, 
and if we die, we die to the Lord; so then, 
whether we live or whether we die, we 
are the Lord’s.  
 
Affirm hope  
 

Affirm that, as God walks with us in 

conflict, we can work through to a 

place where we can continue 

together and grow through the 

experience.   
 

Matt 18:15-17 (18-20)  
15 ‘If another member of the church sins 
against you, go and point out the fault 
when the two of you are alone. If the 
member listens to you, you have regained 

We will accept the emerging outcome 

and working with it, not against it.   
 

Acts 15; Philippians 2:1-11 (check them out!) 

Be steadfast in love 

  

Be firm in our commitment to seek a 

mutual outcome; be stubborn in holding 

to our common foundation in Christ; be 

steadfast in love.   
 

Colossians 3:12-15  
12 As God’s chosen ones, holy and 
beloved, clothe yourselves with 
compassion, kindness, humility, meekness, 
and patience. 13 Bear with one another 
and, if anyone has a complaint against 
another, forgive each other; just as the 
Lord[f] has forgiven you, so you also must 
forgive. 14 Above all, clothe yourselves 
with love, which binds everything together 
in perfect harmony. 15 And let the peace 
of Christ rule in your hearts, to which 
indeed you were called in the one body. 
And be thankful.   
 

Be open to mediation  
 

Be open to accept skilled help.  If we 

cannot reach agreement among 

ourselves, we will use others with gifts 

and training in mediation, consultation, 

facilitation and negotiation.   
 

Philippians 4:1-3  
1 Therefore, my brothers and sisters, 

whom I love and long for, my joy and 
crown, stand firm in the Lord in this way, 
my beloved. 2 I urge Euodia and I urge 
Syntyche to be of the same mind in the 
Lord. 3 Yes, and I ask you also, my loyal 
companion, help these women, for they 

have struggled beside me in the work of 
the gospel, together with Clement and 
the rest of my co-workers, whose names 
are in the book of life. 
 

Trust the community  
 

We will trust the community and if we 

cannot reach agreement or experience 

reconciliation, we will turn the decision 

over to others in the congregation/

denomination or from the broader 

church community.   
 

Acts 15 (check this out!) 

 

Be the Body of Christ  
 

Believe in and rely on the solidarity of 

the Body of Christ and its commitment 

to peace and justice, rather than resort 

to the courts of law.   
 

1 Corinthians 6:1-6  

When any of you has a grievance against 
another, do you dare to take it to court 
before the unrighteous, instead of taking it 
before the saints? 2 Do you not know that 
the saints will judge the world? And if the 
world is to be judged by you, are you 
incompetent to try trivial cases? 3 Do you 
not know that we are to judge angels—to 
say nothing of ordinary matters? 4 If you 
have ordinary cases, then, do you appoint 
as judges those who have no standing in 
the church? 5 I say this to your shame. Can 
it be that there is no one among you wise 
enough to decide between one believer 
and another, 6 but a believer goes to court 
against a believer—and before unbelievers 
at that?  
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deceive themselves. 4 All must test their 
own work; then that work, rather than 
their neighbour’s work, will become a 
cause for pride. 5 For all must carry their 
own loads.  
 

...to seek and to offer 

forgiveness  
 

We will be prepared to offer an 
apology for any hurts we have caused 

the other and to seek their 

forgiveness.  We will be prepared to 

receive an apology, and before God, 

will seek to offer forgiveness as it is 

requested of us.   
 

Ephesians 4:32  

and be kind to one another, tender-
hearted, forgiving one another, as God in 
Christ has forgiven you. 
 

Be quick to listen  
 

Listen carefully, ensuring we understand 

what is being said and why, before 

responding.  We will seek as much to 

understand as to be understood.   
 

James 1:19   
19 You must understand this, my 
beloved: let everyone be quick to listen, 
slow to speak, slow to anger;   
 

Proverbs 18:13 
13 If one gives answer before hearing, it is 
folly and shame.  
 

Be slow to judge  
 

We will suspend judgments and will 

avoid making assumptions of others’ 

motives.   
 

Matt 7:1 
1 ‘Do not judge, so that you may not be 
judged.  

Romans 2:1-3 
1 Therefore you have no excuse, whoever 
you are, when you judge others; for in 
passing judgement on another you 
condemn yourself, because you, the judge, 
are doing the very same things. 2 You say, 
‘We know that God’s judgement on those 
who do such things is in accordance with 
truth.’ 3 Do you imagine, whoever you are, 
that when you judge those who do such 
things and yet do them yourself, you will 
escape the judgement of God?  
 

Guard our tongues  
 

We will avoid sharp, barbed comments 

or replies which are hurtful.  We will 

take great care to guard against 'labeling', 

threats, or words that carry a negative 

connotation.   
 

James 3:5 
5 So also the tongue is a small member, 
yet it boasts of great exploits.  
 

Ephesians 4:29  
29 Let no evil talk come out of your 
mouths, but only what is useful for 
building up, as there is need, so that your 
words may give grace to those who hear.  
 

Be willing to talk and work through 

differences  
 

We will work through the disagreements 

constructively.  We will grant space for 

all to reflect and think with compassion.   

We will find ways to honour each 

other's interests, needs, values and 

concerns.   

We will agree to a fair and reasonable 

process of how the outcome will be 

determined.  We will engage in co-

operative discussion about the options 

and consider each fully.   

that one. 16 But if you are not listened to, 
take one or two others along with you, so 
that every word may be confirmed by the 
evidence of two or three witnesses. 17 If 
the member refuses to listen to them, tell 
it to the church; and if the offender 
refuses to listen even to the church, let 
such a one be to you as a Gentile and a 
tax-collector.  
 

Ephesians 4:15-16  
15 But speaking the truth in love, we must 
grow up in every way into him who is the 
head, into Christ, 16 from whom the whole 
body, joined and knitted together by 
every ligament with which it is equipped, 
as each part is working properly, 
promotes the body’s growth in building 
itself up in love.  
 

Commit to reflection  
 

Be willing to engage in thoughtful 

reflection about our own attitudes, 

the part we are playing in this conflict 

and the unhelpful expectations we 

may be carrying.   
 

Matthew 7:3  
3 Why do you see the speck in your 
neighbour’s eye, but do not notice the log 
in your own eye?  
 

Commit to prayer  
 

Admit our needs and commit 

ourselves to pray for a mutually 

satisfactory outcome for all involved 

(i.e.  we do not pray for our success 

or for the other to change, but for a 

joint way forward)  
 

James 5:16   
Therefore confess your sins to one 
another, and pray for one another, so that 

you may be healed. The prayer of the 
righteous is powerful and effective.   

Go to the other...   
 

Go directly to those with whom we 

disagree; avoiding behind-the-back 

criticism, waiting the other person 

out, or playing games about who 

should 'go first'  
 

Matthew 5:23-24, (18:15-20)  
23 So when you are offering your gift at 
the altar, if you remember that your 
brother or sister has something against 
you, 24 leave your gift there before the 
altar and go; first be reconciled to your 
brother or sister, and then come and offer 
your gift.  
 

...in a spirit of humility  
 

Go in gentleness, patience and 

humility.   Be prepared to own our 

part in the conflict instead of pointing 

out others’ wrongdoing.   We will be 

prepared to share our needs, 
interests and values  
 

Eph 4:25 

So then, putting away falsehood, let all of 
us speak the truth to our neighbours, for 
we are members of one another.  
 

Gal 6:1-5 

My friends, if anyone is detected in a 
transgression, you who have received the 
Spirit should restore such a one in a spirit 
of gentleness. Take care that you 
yourselves are not tempted. 2 Bear one 
another’s burdens, and in this way you will 
fulfil the law of Christ. 3 For if those who 
are nothing think they are something, they 
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